









































    In the past decade, research methodologies in science have been 
reviewed rapidly after the major criticism against low reproductivity 
of various scientific findings, namely replication crisis. In response 
to the crisis, several guidelines have encouraged to report not only 
p-values of statistical testing, but also other indices, such as effect 
size and confidence interval, to adopt Bayesian approach, and to 
avoid dichotomous judgments based solely on p-value. It is also 
recommended to reconsider education of research methodology, 
particularly the use of statistics in scientific research. Teaching 
statistics is always accompanied by the choice of statistical software. 
Although proprietary software (e.g.. SPSS) incorporated as a default 
teaching tool in many universities, it has several disadvantages 
over open-source software: extremely high cost, discontinuity 
of educational effectiveness, and delays in implementing newer 
statistical methods. In this paper, we will propose an alternative 
approach to statistics education in the new era. We suggest open-
source statistical software “jamovi” as a successful candidate of 
educational tool in statistics, because it has a user-friendly GUI and is 
based on powerful statistical programming language R. In this paper, 
we argued the potential benefits of “jamovi” and introduced how it 
works with typical statistical testing.
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れ，科学における統計危機の様相を呈してい
















































































































































































































（RCmdr） や，RCmdrに さ ら に 機 能 を 追
加したEZR等が存在する。さらに，近年
ではR言語の統合開発環境であるRStudio

















































































A/B Test (Beta) - ✓ -
ANOVA ✓ ✓ ✓
ANCOVA ✓ ✓ ✓
Binomial Test ✓ ✓ ✓
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) ✓ - ✓
Contingency Tables (incl. Chi-Squared Test) ✓ ✓ ✓
Correlation: Pearson, Spearman, Kendall ✓ ✓ ✓
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) ✓ - ✓
Linear Regression ✓ ✓ ✓
Logistic Regression ✓ - ✓
Log-Linear Regression ✓ ✓ ✓
Machine Learning ✓ - -
MANOVA ✓ - ✓
Mediation Analysis ✓ - - a)
Multinomial ✓ ✓ ✓
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) ✓ - ✓
Repeated Measures ANOVA ✓ ✓ ✓
Reliability Analyses ✓ - ✓
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) ✓ - -
Summary Stats b) - ✓ - a)
T-Tests: Independent, Paired, One-Sample ✓ ✓ ✓
N otes. a) functionality is provided as third-party modules, b) Bayesian estimates from summary statistics
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があるが，ここでは，OSLでの学習例に倣
































中 心 傾 向（Central Tendency）， 分 布







































































































































と し て，OSLのRegression Activitiesで 挙






































　= excluded == 0
とする。あとは，Filter 1をactiveにすれば
よい。













































は，Analysesタ ブ のFactorメ ニ ュ ー か ら
Exploratory Factor Analysisを 選 択 す る。

















定（Bartlett’s test of sphericity）， お よ び
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkinの 標 本 妥 当 性（KMO 






















で は， 各 因 子 の 因 子 負 荷 平 方 和（SS 







































































































































































jamoviにはLearning statistics with jamovi
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征 司 に よ る。https://bookdown.org/sbtseiji/
lswjamoviJ/

